Introduction
This paper is part of a research trajectory focused on the development of simulation methodologies of the fatigue crack growth problem through finite element routines in CT specimens (mode I). In the early years, not proven recommendations on the validity of the numerical results obtained in finite element models (FEM) and assumptions used in the simulations were found. Therefore, we dedicate a huge effort to analyze the influence of key parameters and to adapt two-dimensional methodologies into others that would allow capturing the three-dimensional effects in the crack front environment. The development of computing capacity of computers, together with the contributions of other researchers, have undoubtedly helped to achieve this objective.
Mesh density has been one of the aim parameters studied, both in fatigue and fracture problems. Recommendations have been provided for the meshing of specimens according to the variable studied: plastic wake, crack opening or closure by plasticity (PICC), stress intensity factor (K), etc. [1] [2] [3] . Due to the restrictions of obtaining experimental data inside the specimen, a study of the plastic areas along the thickness was carried out, both in straight and curved crack fronts [4, 5] . The fracture models have focused mainly on capturing the K distribution through thickness [2, 6, 7] . The fatigue models have justified procedures for the simulation of the plastic wake and the calculation of crack closure [3, [8] [9] [10] .
In the study of stress intensity factor, the cross influences of parameters such as the thickness, the load level or the shape of the crack front were contrasted. One of the most relevant observations was that of the so-called pivot node (P I ) [6] . This paper summarizes its numerical determination and its meaning. In next sections, we present a review of finite element model and the K calculation methodology. The results are also a sample of all the simulations carried out, where load ranges from K=9 to 40 MPam 1/2 , thickness from b=3 to 12mm, crack front curvatures from α=0 to 20º, both in fracture and in fatigue simulations.
Finite Element Model Review
The FEM were development by routines in ANSYS APDL software. As mentioned, specimen modelled was a compact tension (CT). The material was aluminum (Al-2024-T351) with isotropic hardening rule, E = 75.3 GPa, σ yield = 470 MPa and H/E=0.003. The geometry is reduced to a quarter of the specimen due to the symmetry. The mesh density criterion is the same for all simulations, it is a function of the dimension of the plastic zone and therefore of the applied load. The recommendations of previous works [2] are followed. Fig. 1 presents an example of one mesh geometry. We must highlight the importance of the minimum size of the element in the crack front vicinity and the control of the element transition. The Stress intensity factor (K I ) distribution is obtained according to the relation with the J-integral evaluated around the crack. Energy based methods improve accuracy in terms of convergence of results for numerical models [7] . Some of the hypothesis considered in the simulations are: the advance direction of the crack is perpendicular to the front, the plane strain behavior is dominant, no corner singularities are modelled [2] . Results are non-dimensionalized by the homogeneous and expected value of K I obtained by equation 1. This value is called in the figures as K nom .
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Advances in Fracture and Damage Mechanics XVII where a/w is constant (a=20mm, W=50mm), P is the applied load, b is the thickness, E is the young modulus and J is the J-integral result.
The fig. 2 shows some results of different simulations of straight crack fronts. K distribution along the thickness present a similar behavior. On the one hand, all the curves have a first region where the results remains constant and equal to midplane. On the other hand, in regions close to the surface, data fall sharply. The rest of the specimen is a transition area between these two scenarios. The transitions through these regions depend on the K max and the thickness [6] .
This uneven distribution of the load along the thickness is related with other phenomenon as the curvature of the crack front. However, these results correspond only to mode I. For further analysis of crack front shape evolutions have to be complemented with the inclusion of the vertex singularity influence near the surface.
The Pivot Node (P I ).
The treatment of dimensionless data ( fig.2 ) is very interesting for the qualitative behavior analysis of the crack growth process. However, if we look at the data for each thickness position ( fig.3) we can observe an interesting behavior. For each specimen, curves for different load levels intersect in a narrow region. We define this zone as the pivot point. The pivot point (P I ) presents two main characteristics that make it relevant.
The first is the existence of a node where the results remains independent of the load level. In the absence of more complex simulations on crack evolution, we can hypothesize that this point would have a sustained growth. Therefore, the crack front shape would pivot around it. The crack growth rate would be dominated by the K PI .
The second one is the location. Fig. 4 present K results versus the distance to the surface (horizontal axis). The pivot node for both specimens is located at the same distance from the exterior. Therefore, it is no dependent of the total thickness. This is an opportunity in numerical and experimental correlations. The location of P I, in the models analyzed, is limited to a region about 0.15mm wide at a depth of 0.35-0.45mm from the specimen surface. 
Conclusions
This paper presents main aspects of the numerical determinations of the so-called pivot point in fracture simulations of mode I in CT specimens. A brief review of the numerical methodology is summarize.
When we analyze the stress intensity distributions along the thickness, we identify the pivot point phenomenon. In it, the binomial influence of load level and thickness disappear and it becomes a region that characterizes the crack growth phenomenon. Its usefulness for the correlation of numerical and experimental results is also highlighted 
